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Exercise 1

Use the words in brackets to complete sentences.

Example:
I wanted to give ____ . (a doll/her)
I wanted to give her a doll.

I promissed to deliver .......................................... . (the parcel/her)

We have already shown ................................................... . (Sam/to/the project)

We will write ...................................................... . (a letter/John)

I can lend .................................................. . (the book/her)

They will immediately send ................................................... . (us/to/an email)

Keep .......................................................... . (the place/her/for)

They've bought ...................................................... . (daughter/a flat/their)

Show .......................................................... . (him/the room/to)

You should give .......................................................... . (some flowers/your teacher)

My mum made .......................................................... . (for/a cake/me)

We always read .......................................................... . (to/stories/our son)

No problem. I'll bring .................................................. . (you/for/it)